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A “Zone of Violence”
THE ANTI-JEWISH POGROMS IN EASTERN 
GALICIA IN 1914–1915 AND 1941

Alexander V. Prusin

“International boundaries [are] ‘. . . the razor’s edge on which hang suspended the 
modern issues of war and peace, life and death to nations.’”

Lord Curzon

Although in the first half of the twentieth-century hardship was no novelty to Eastern Eu-
rope, the land-belt that in 1914 constituted the borderlands between the German, Austro-
Hungarian, and Russian empires stands out as particularly volatile. During the two World 
Wars these regions became a huge front-zone that expanded and contracted in accordance 
with the fortunes of the opposing armies. Wartime ushered in a particularly tragic period for 
the Jewish communities of the borderlands. In 1914–1915 the Russian army initiated a brutal 
campaign of persecution and forcible relocation of more than half a million Jews to Russia 
proper; violent pogroms in Jewish settlements accompanied Russian offensives and retreats. 
The outbreak of the Soviet–German war in the summer of 1941 sparked another wave of 
pogroms that resulted in the deaths of thousands of Jews and heralded the beginning of the 
Holocaust in the German-occupied Soviet territories. In both cases considerable segments 
of the local population joined the invading forces in assaults on Jews, acting as unruly mobs 
or organized vigilante groups.

To be sure, Jews had been targets of religious, cultural, and economic prejudices that 
pervaded European societies for centuries and often erupted in violence, particularly in 
times of profound economic, social, or political crises.1 However, from the assaults by the 
first Crusaders to the annihilation of entire Jewish communities during the Cossack wars in 
the seventeenth-century Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, anti-Jewish violence was more 
than just the scapegoating of an outcast minority for alleged social and economic ills. State 
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A “Zone of Violence” 363

and church policies, in the form of legal restrictions and limitations, created a propitious po-
litical and psychological environment in which the perpetrators acted under the assumption 
that their actions “punishing” Jews were sanctioned by the ruling elites.

Prejudices against Jews in the borderlands were heightened by state rivalries over 
these strategically sensitive areas. For centuries the political and territorial organization of 
the borderlands was shaped by their experiences as the areas of contact and conflict be-
tween different polities, cultures, and religions. With progression of time the administrative 
power-centers evolved into richer, more industrialized and urbanized settlements with fixed 
borders, whereas most of the borderlands remained largely agricultural and poor, cultur-
ally conservative, and characterized by frequent population migrations and blurred ethnic 
boundaries. Although in the early nineteenth century the Austrian, Prussian, and Russian 
empires consented to mutually acceptable border arrangements, the national and regional 
government agencies nurtured suspicions that the allegiances and identities of diverse ethnic 
groups living astride state and provincial borders were not necessarily, or at least not always, 
compatible with those envisioned by the state. Consequently, in search of the most efficient 
methods of control, the imperial authorities attempted to impose some form of political and 
administrative uniformity that would guarantee the diffusion or suppression of potential 
separatist and irredentist tendencies.2

Still, as long as the state’s supremacy over all forms of social relations was unchal-
lenged, it acted as the highest arbitrator, manipulating the conflicting claims of rival ethnic 
groups and maintaining relative stability in its domain. To be sure, until 1914 the German–
Russian and the Austro-Hungarian–Russian borderlands were predominantly violence-free 
since the imperial authorities accorded their subjects a minimal modicum of stability and 
relative (by East European standards) political equilibrium. Hence, despite occasional erup-
tions such as the Polish uprisings of 1831 and 1863 and the 1905–1907 revolutionary turmoil 
in Russia’s western provinces, the borderlands hardly resembled the “caldrons of conflict.”3

The situation, however, changed dramatically in wartime. As the warring states mobi-
lized their economic and human resources, suspicions of disloyalty among the diverse popu-
lations in the border-areas blurred the concept of external and internal enemies. Among the 
latter the state authorities considered most “corrosive” those who had acted as middlemen 
between different territorial and economic units, and outwardly pledged their loyalties to a 
cluster of values rather than to a single “national” culture. Consequently, Jews, who tradi-
tionally occupied the “gap” position between the upper and lower classes, found themselves 
at the receiving end of persecution and terror. On the other hand, when the state—“native” 
or foreign—initiated violent anti-Jewish policies, it engendered a specific cultural and psy-
chological environment, encouraging similar reactions among the local population that had 
internalized violence as the means for social advancement, personal enrichment, or achieve-
ment of political goals. Similarly, in the 1920–1930s concerns over potentially seditious eth-
nic minorities dominated the policies of the “successor-states” that attempted to superim-
pose the national-state blueprint on the territories marked by linguistic, religious, and ethnic 
cleavages. Such policies contributed to profound fragmentation of the borderland societies 
that was reflected in their assorted affiliations and allegiances during World War II.

This chapter explores the dynamics and mechanisms of anti-Jewish violence in a “clas-
sic” borderland, Eastern Galicia, during the Russian occupation of the province in 1914–
1915 and at the initial stage of German invasion in 1941. The chapter’s main objective is 
not to seek the particular common patterns between the two cases—although some features 
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364 Alexander V. Prusin

replicated themselves across time—but to analyze the interplay of foreign occupation and in-
ternal conflicts in this second largest Jewish enclave in Europe before World War II. A part of 
the Austro-Hungarian Empire and a Polish province in the interwar period, Eastern Galicia 
stood out as a classic East European region, where asymmetrical socioeconomic develop-
ment was tightly interwoven with ethno-religious and cultural differences. Although there 
was a profound discord among the province’s three major ethnic groups—Ukrainians, Poles, 
and Jews—it remained dormant until wartime detonated the intercommunal hostilities. The 
ideologies of the invading armies—Russian nationalism versus the Nazi racism and anti-Bol-
shevism—were quite different in content, but both were predicated upon the elimination of 
Jews as the most “deviationist” group that did not fit into an envisioned new state order. Not 
only did the two invaders therefore both pursue brutal and systematic anti-Jewish policies, 
but they also encouraged and sanctioned “native” violence that acquired its own destructive 
logic. In other words, the state-driven violence was sustained and exacerbated by the active 
participation of Polish and Ukrainian “neighbors”4 who strove to gain access to power and 
economic resources at the expense of Jews.

The first part of the chapter analyses the peculiarities of Eastern Galicia’s socioeconomic 
and political history that heightened and intensified intercommunal enmities. The second and 
third parts examine the pogroms as the outcome of a murderous environment—a “zone of vio-
lence”—forged by the convergence of interests between the invading forces and native perpetra-
tors. A special effort is made to analyze the ideological, socio-cultural, and psychological factors 
associated with the ritualization of anti-Jewish violence as a harbinger of a new political order.

The “Classic” Borderland
To a large extent the situation of Jews in Eastern Galicia reflected the particular character of 
the province, where a pyramidal socioeconomic and political structure was superimposed 
on a diversity of ethnicity, religion, and culture. The Ukrainians, who predominantly be-
longed to the Greek Catholic rite, constituted the demographic majority (2,711,400 persons 
or 65 percent of the population) and lived in the countryside, whereas the urban areas were 
dominated by the Roman Catholic Poles (879,400, 21 percent) and Jews (545,500, 13 per-
cent); the representatives of the “imperial” nation, the Germans, constituted less than one 
percent of the total—just about 38,000 people in a region of over four million.5

Galicia’s ethno-religious diversity in turn underscored its other conspicuous “border-
land” feature—it was a highly stratified society, in which ethnicity and religion reflected each 
group’s socioeconomic status and political influence. Since the Polish partitions of the late 
eighteenth century, the Austrian government had tolerated the primacy of the Polish landed 
nobility—a reliable “titular” group that possessed the legacy of a historic kingdom and pre-
served a well-developed culture that dominated regional politics, the justice system, educa-
tion, and the economy in predictable ways. The Ukrainian peasantry occupied the bottom 
of the social hierarchy, facing limited prospects for upward mobility, while Jews acted as 
middlemen between the two groups and were prominent in trade, commerce, money-lend-
ing, and free professions. Although the overwhelming majority of Jews lived in poverty, on 
average they were still one grade above the Ukrainian and Polish peasants and laborers. Jews 
constituted about 50 percent all land renters and ten percent of estate stewards, and although 
the Jewish intelligentsia was inclined to German or Polish culture and education, most Jews 
lived in tight-knit communities, spoke Yiddish, and confined their relations with Poles and 
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A “Zone of Violence” 365

Ukrainians entirely to economic transactions. Thus, despite the fact that Jews had lived in 
Galicia for centuries, for Poles and Ukrainians they remained “alien” on the account of their 
different religion, language, and culture.6

The era of modernization intensified socioeconomic and political rivalries in the prov-
ince, for since the mid-nineteenth century the emancipation of peasants and the industrial-
ization drive opened up Galician society to new political and cultural encounters and facili-
tated the nation-building process. Concerned about Polish irredentism—the uprising of 1847 
in west Galicia was the case in point—the Austrian government encouraged the expansion 
of Ukrainian cooperatives, schools, libraries, and theaters. According to the classic formula 
suggested by Miroslav Hroch, modern nationalist movements in Eastern Europe began when 
native populists attempted to imbue their ethnic constituencies with a sense of common iden-
tity and destiny. To this effect, they began “recovering” lost symbols of national ethos such 
as language and folklore; political participation was envisioned as the second stage.7 Starting 
in the 1860s the growth of the Ukrainian socioeconomic network was bolstered by more ac-
tive participation in provincial and national politics. Ukrainian deputies entered the regional 
and imperial parliaments; the last decade of the century witnessed the formation of the first 
Ukrainian parties. In contrast to their kinsmen in Tsarist Ukraine, who suffered from abusive 
Russification policies, Galician Ukrainians largely appreciated their Habsburg rulers and con-
sidered Galicia their own “Piedmont”—the cradle of Ukrainian national culture.8

While these developments alarmed the Polish elite, the modernization of the provin-
cial economy simultaneously propelled the “Jewish question” to the fore of provincial poli-
tics. Impoverished by the emancipation of peasants, many Polish nobles joined the growing 
Polish commercial and professional middle class, which engaged in fierce economic com-
petition with the Jews. Accordingly, they embraced the ideological postulates of the Polish 
National Democratic Party (known casually as Endek or the Endeks, for the acronym ND) 
that promoted antisemitism as a symbolic realm embodying the socioeconomic and politi-
cal resurgence of the Polish nation. Conflicts between Jewish traders and nascent Ukrainian 
cooperatives also grew in intensity. After the government introduced universal suffrage, 
socioeconomic rivalry spilled over to politics, reaching its peak during the municipal and 
provincial elections. In 1907 and 1911 Jewish voters cast their ballots in favor of Jewish and 
Ukrainian candidates. The Endeks responded with an escalation of antisemitic propaganda 
and organized a boycott of Jewish shops.9

*   *   *

If the Austrian government tried to maintain a relative economic and political equilibrium in 
Galicia, the post–World War I resurrection of independent Poland confirmed the dominant 
position of ethnic Poles in all spheres of public life, while relegating Ukrainians and Jews to 
second-class citizenship. In contrast to flexible Austrian policies, and despite its obligations 
as stipulated by the Minority Treaty of 1919, the Polish government was poised to build a 
“national” state, prioritizing the interests of the “core” ethnic constituency over the minority 
groups. Although the victorious Entente initially authorized Poland to administer Eastern 
Galicia until a national plebiscite, eager to establish a cordon sanitaire against Soviet Russia, 
they eventually consented to Galicia’s annexation. Defeated in the Polish–Ukrainian War, the 
Ukrainians, however, did not give up their national aspirations, while anti-Jewish policies 
and the pogroms committed by Polish troops during the wars of independence in 1918–1920 
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366 Alexander V. Prusin

made many Jews apprehensive about the new territorial arrangement. Accordingly, though 
state borders in the east were drawn, they remained in effect fluid frontier zones beset by po-
litical instability. The Ukrainians (as well as Belorussians and Lithuanians) boycotted nation-
al elections and the Ukrainian clandestine militant groups carried out anti-state propagan-
da, acts of sabotage, and assassinations of Polish officials. The government responded with 
brutal “pacifications”—the army and police descended upon Ukrainian villages, arresting 
thousands of individuals on flimsy pretexts. Police interrogations were accompanied by beat-
ings and torture, while Polish courts imposed stiff prison terms upon hundreds of real and 
potential culprits. The “Polonization” campaign in the Kresy (the Polish term for the eastern 
provinces in Volhynia, Belorussia, and southern Lithuania) and in Galicia translated into a 
drastic reduction of Ukrainian schools; they dwindled dramatically from 1,050 in 1919 to 
433 in 1922, and the remaining schools eventually became bilingual. The Ukrainian chair at 
the University of Lwów was closed and the attendance of Ukrainian students was restricted.10

The nationalization of Poland’s socioeconomic sphere also profoundly affected the 
situation of Jews. Although in the early 1920s the Polish government initially introduced 
several liberal reforms, such as the abolition of the Russian imperial anti-Jewish restrictions, 
it increasingly adopted some of the Endeks’ ideological viewpoints. The “de-Judaization” 
process began with the mass dismissal of Jewish civil employees. Out of 6,000 Galician-Jew-
ish railroad and postal workers in 1914 only 670 retained their posts in 1923, and a simi-
lar situation prevailed in the police, legal professions, and education. These discriminatory 
practices forced more Jews to engage in the areas still open to them—trade, commerce, and 
artisanship—further aggravating competition with Poles and Ukrainians.11 Low industrial 
productivity, a shortage of capital, and the predominance of the agricultural sector in East-
ern Galicia were exacerbated by the Great Depression, which hit Poland especially hard. 
Economic difficulties and the rise of the Nazis in Germany contributed to the intensification 
of anti-Jewish policies and attitudes. From 1935 on the Polish government, dominated by 
right-wing senior officers and politicians, openly supported the economic boycott of Jewish 
businesses and imposed quota on Jewish applicants to the institutions of higher learning. 
With the encouragement of such official antisemitic attitudes, physical assaults on Jews in 
Poland became a frequent occurrence.12

Marked by political cooperation in the early the 1920s, Jewish–Ukrainian relations 
also worsened as a result of the deteriorating economic conditions and the radicalization 
of Ukrainian political circles. Created in 1929 the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists 
(OUN) emulated the Italian fascist and Nazi ideology, adopting a political program that 
stipulated the “removal” of Jews and Poles from the “historical” Ukrainian lands. Radical 
and moderate Ukrainian political parties supported the boycott of Jewish businesses, and 
an anti-Jewish propaganda campaign by the Ukrainian press was accompanied by violence. 
Ukrainian vigilante groups blocked the entrances of Jewish shops and taverns, smashed win-
dows, and attacked Jews on the streets. The right-wing agitators echoed the official Polish 
propaganda by portraying Jews as the vanguard of the Bolshevik movement.13

*   *   *

Despite the differences between the imperial and the Polish “national” political structure, in 
1914 and in 1939 the situation in Eastern Galicia displayed similar socioeconomic and po-
litical patterns conducive to ethnic rivalries—intense competition for employment and lim-
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A “Zone of Violence” 367

ited access to education and politics for the majority of the population. In other words, due 
to the limits of modernization the Austro-Hungarian administration was unable, whereas 
the Polish government was unwilling to integrate the majority of population into collective 
decision-making processes. Conversely, engaged in fierce economic and political competi-
tion with each other, Poles, Ukrainians, and Jews tended to evaluate their relations through 
an emotional “double-bind process,”14 perceiving a gain for one as a loss for the other two.

The Russian “Military” Pogroms in 1914–1915
Although by the mid-nineteenth century the imperial rule of each of the empires in the 
borderlands, Austro-Hungarian, German, and Russian, was fully consolidated, the imperial 
governments’ concerns over these sensitive strategic regions were heightened in the era of 
nationalism. In the anticipation of armed conflict, the Russian and Austro-Hungarian gov-
ernments were concerned that a national movement within or across the border could set in 
motion a dangerous chain reaction. As in such disputed borderlands as Alsace-Lorraine or 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, both sides invested Galicia with ideological and political significance. 
The Russian nationalist and liberal circles advocated the annexation of Eastern Galicia (along 
with Bukovina and Transcarpathia) as the long-lost “primordial Russian land” to be reunited 
under the scepter of the Tsar. Accordingly, they secretly supported and financed the Rus-
sophile factions in Austro-Hungary. In turn, the Austrian government used Galicia and Bu-
kovina as the bases for the anti-Russian activities of Ukrainian and Polish political émigrés 
from Russia. As international tensions in prewar Europe gained momentum, St. Petersburg 
and Vienna repeatedly accused each other of harboring and abetting “subversive elements” 
across the border.15

After the outbreak of the war, in early August 1914, the first Russian units penetrated 
deep into Galicia. As the Austrian army and the civil administration began a hasty evacua-
tion, the void of authority in several localities emboldened individuals and groups to engage 
in plundering abandoned houses, government offices, shops, and warehouses. Since many 
shops and businesses belonged to Jews, these first attacks were not necessarily antisemitic in 
character, but were rather driven by the opportunity to loot with no adverse consequences 
for the perpetrators. The Russian vanguard details, however, gave the random looting a more 
systematic character and anti-Jewish violence began increasingly to display both deliberate 
and reactive facets.

Ideology was a crucial element that informed the conduct of the Russian army. Since 
the second half of the nineteenth century the Russian military increasingly deployed com-
prehensive statistical data for the evaluation of the demographic and ethnographic makeup 
of the population of the Empire. As military statisticians determined that the imperial spatial 
core was “healthy and reliable,” in contrast to the diverse and non-Christian populations on 
the imperial fringes, who were deemed “undesirable and unreliable,” ethnicity and religion 
became the major criteria for loyalty to the state.16 As the traditional imperial mode of peace-
ful conflict resolution was sidelined by wartime militant ideologies, such views were pro-
jected upon the territories marked for Russian occupation. Significantly, on the “black lists” 
of Russia’s potential enemies none was vilified more than the Jews as the most resilient, wily, 
and dangerous. A number of Russian generals and senior officers, including the Supreme 
Commander Grand Duke Nicholas and his Chief of Staff, General Nicholas Yanushkevich, 
were vehement antisemites, and consequently the Russian Supreme Command—Stavka—
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368 Alexander V. Prusin

actively cultivated images of “traitorous” Jews. The Russian officer corps largely shared such 
attitudes. A Jewish doctor who spent a night with a group of Russian officers recalled that 
they were obsessed with the image of the “Jew”; it dominated all conversations. Officers, 
in turn, disseminated virulent antisemitic propaganda to the rank-and-file, who often were 
convinced that the war against the Central Powers was also a crusade against the Jews. As a 
result, upon arriving in towns and villages, Russian units conveyed to Poles and Ukrainians 
that they had come to free Galicia from the “Jewish yoke.” In some instances the Russians 
incited the local population to anti-Jewish excesses or, after having looted Jewish stores and 
houses, distributed the booty to the villagers and townspeople.17

Crucially, the Russian military conceived its objectives in Eastern Galicia (as well as 
in Bukovina and Transcarpathia) as military and political. Having been invested by the Tsar 
with supreme powers in the front-zone, Stavka embarked upon dismantling the Austrian 
state system and integrating the occupied territories into the Russian imperial structure. 
Such measures entailed depriving Eastern Galicia of its specific “Austrian” features such as 
the “privileged” position of the Jews. By removing them from the provincial socioeconomic 
sphere the military conceived of “leveling” Galician Jews to put them on a par with their 
Russian co-religionists. Concomitantly, the pogroms were accompanied by a whole cluster 
of rituals that involved the degradation and humiliation of Jews, heralding the introduction 
of the new political order. Under the conniving eyes of the officers, the Cossacks and soldiers 
forced Jews to dance, ride on pigs—insulting the sensibilities of religious Jews—crawl, and 
run naked. Violence thus became a part of a socioeconomic and psychological campaign to 
relegate Jews to second-class status. Conversely, as soon as Poles and Ukrainians realized that 
their ethnic “credentials” could protect them from Russian depredations, they adorned their 
houses and apartments with icons and crosses.18

At the same time, knowing that the situation of Jews in Austro-Hungary was markedly 
more advantageous than in Russia, the Russian military anticipated that Galician Jews would 
constitute the backbone of resistance. Such “complimentary projections”19—the ascription 
of hostile intentions to the Jews—were bound to evolve into a self-fulfilling prophecy, espe-
cially when combined with the spy-mania that from the war’s outset pervaded the Russian 
military and society. Russian wartime mentalities derived heavily from the military disaster 
in East Prussia, where in August 1914 the Germans surrounded and slaughtered two Rus-
sian armies. The ineptitude of the generals entailed an overwhelming atmosphere of fear 
of the “fifth columnists” lurking behind the frontlines. Suspicions of Jewish saboteurs were 
magnified by Austro-German propaganda that appealed to Russian Jews to rise against Tsar-
ist oppression. Such instances as well as the preferential treatment initially accorded to Jews 
by the German and Austro-Hungarian troops gave the rumors of Jewish conspiracies wide 
credibility. The army facilitated these rumors by issuing reports of Jews spotting the enemy’s 
fire from balloons, luring the Russian units into traps, or cutting telephone lines. The reports 
predominantly referred to the collective image of the “Jew/s” as an omnipresent subversive 
force rather than to specific cases.20

It should be noted that the Russian spy-mania was not a unique phenomenon and the 
fear of enemies lurking in shadows became a dominant psychological factor on all fronts of 
World War I. Thus, in Belgium the activities of the franc-tireur resisters generated mass Ger-
man reprisals against civilians.21 Similarly, on 2 September 1914 the Grand Duke ordered 
the “complete destruction” of localities in East Prussia where shooting at Russian troops 
took place. Reprisals involved executions of alleged spies and the destruction of houses from 
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A “Zone of Violence” 369

which shots were fired. Such actions seemingly did not contravene the provisions of the 
Hague Convention of 1899 that specified that combatants had to be clearly identified by uni-
forms and insignia. Since the guerrillas did not follow these rules and hid among the civilian 
population, the military logic was that the Convention did not apply to the culprits, or to the 
population that harbored them. In contrast to Belgium, however, there was no actual resis-
tance in Galicia (although intense guerrilla warfare did occur in Bukovina, where the Austri-
ans waged a successful hit-and-run campaign). Russian reprisals, therefore, were predicated 
merely upon the anticipated activities of the specific ethnic “out-groups.”22

For soldiers and the Cossacks violence also became an expedient tool to make up for 
hardship and supply shortages, especially as communication lines were extended to the limit. 
In fact, letting troops go on a rampage as reward for capturing a locality has been a tradi-
tional practice of many armies since antiquity and is known as the “tax of violence.”23 There-
fore, the Russian officers mostly tolerated the predatory habits of their subordinates who ran 
amok in Jewish residential areas. Time and again, the modus operandi of the pogromists was 
almost identical: a charge of some “treacherous act,” such as allegations of shooting at the 
troops from Jewish houses or shops, would be followed in quick succession by plunder, rape, 
and massacre.

Since robbery was a ubiquitous element of the pogroms, greed could partially explain 
the participation of the local population in attacks. From the outset of hostilities, the news of 
the Russian invasion forced many Jews to flee Galicia. Their abandoned property attracted 
the throngs of looters, who were encouraged by the Cossacks and soldiers. Some individuals 
also guided the Russians to Jewish houses and shops, where they together robbed the resi-
dents and divided the booty. For example, on 3 September 1914 the Russian military person-
nel and the townspeople joined in a massive pogrom in Stanisławów. Although the assailants 
were mostly interested in plundering, in some instances they maimed or killed their victims 
and gang-raped women and girls. One of the most violent attacks took place in Lwów on 
26–27 September, where local residents followed the Russians to the Jewish residential areas. 
Under the pretext of “searching” for concealed weapons, the soldiers looted apartments and 
murdered between 20 and 50 individuals; many more were wounded.24

On the other hand, it is possible that some local residents targeted Jews as the most 
“patented” Austrian patriots. When in the summer 1914 the Austrian military launched ar-
rests, imprisonment, and executions of individuals accused of pro-Russian sentiments, some 
Jews displayed a conspicuously hostile attitude to the alleged traitors. In several instances, a 
mob comprised of Jews and Poles assaulted the columns of arrested “suspects.” Some Jews 
also denounced the Ukrainians suspected of pro-Russian activities and the Austrian authori-
ties carried out swift and merciless justice. The images of Jews brutalizing unfortunate vic-
tims (such images would be magnified tenfold in 1941) could have left an imprint in popular 
memory, invoking desire for revenge.25

*   *   *

In October 1914 after the establishment of the Russian administration and the front moving 
westward, “wild” violence was substituted by more systematic persecution consistent with 
the official anti-Jewish restrictions in Russia proper. The second cycle of pogroms began 
in the spring of 1915, when the Austro-German offensive in western Galicia shattered the 
Russian defenses. The Russian retreat soon turned into a rout and in June the Austrians 
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recaptured Lwów. To deprive the enemy of human and material resources, the Russian High 
Command initiated a scorched-earth policy, which included the destruction of property 
along the front line and the forcible evacuation of the population. Conceived as a strategic 
device, the evacuation soon degenerated into widespread plunder, rape, and murder. Act-
ing upon orders to “clean up” (ochistit') the front-zone, the Cossacks and soldiers burned 
houses and crops, blew up bridges and mills, demolished railroads, and forced the popula-
tion eastward. The same orders effectively institutionalized violence, for the Russian details 
now imbued with the official function of depriving the enemy of potential recruits and 
helpers hanged Jewish “spies,” looted houses, and raped women. Assaults on Jews reached 
such magnitude that Stavka was compelled to issue an order that subjected commanders 
who incited violence to court martial. The uprooted Jewish communities were forced to 
endure long marches eastward while the guards mercilessly flogged anybody who tried to 
hand them a glass of water. Arriving to a point of destination, Jews were kept separated 
from other refugees. The Russian “Great Retreat” also opened the way for local residents 
to converge on abandoned Jewish houses and shops. Peasants in horse-driven carriages ar-
rived at localities marked for Jewish expulsion and plundered houses and barns, while the 
Russian patrols, bands of deserters, and some villagers preyed upon the stragglers, robbing 
and murdering entire families.26

The “Jedwabne Syndrome” of 1941
In late June 1941 the German invasion of the Soviet Union sparked off a chain of violent 
anti-Jewish pogroms that in paradigmatic pattern swept through the borderlands. Eastern 
Galicia (alongside the Kresy) became a principal site for violence that claimed at least ten 
thousand lives. In contrast to the Russian pogroms in World War I, the “Jedwabne” violence 
displayed greater societal continuity reflecting a deep political and social fragmentation of 
the borderlands. By 1939 the Polish government’s ethnic policies had effectively atomized 
Jews and Ukrainians, who either welcomed the Soviet invasion or remained indifferent to 
the collapse of Poland. Enticed by Soviet propaganda that called for the annihilation of the 
Polish szlachta (nobility), Ukrainian villagers were eager to settle old scores by murdering, 
robbing, or denouncing their Polish neighbors to Soviet authorities, and armed Ukrainian 
units ambushed small Polish detachments. In some localities Jewish houses and shops also 
came under attack.27

Aiming at dismantling the Polish state system, the Soviet administration altered the 
existing socioeconomic cleavages by initially favoring the “agricultural” Ukrainians at the 
expense of the “bourgeois” Poles and Jews, who were subjected to the state-nationalization 
campaign. The redistribution of land that had belonged to the Polish settlers and the Roman 
Catholic church, the expansion of hospitals and clinics, and the proliferation of Ukraini-
an-language schools, theaters, and libraries initially won large segments of the Ukrainian 
population to the Soviet cause. At the same time, the Soviet practice of promoting skilled 
or talented individuals, for whom higher education or elevation to a higher social rung had 
previously been inaccessible, attracted large numbers of Jewish and Ukrainian applicants. 
Antisemitism was officially outlawed and the hated student quota for Jews in colleges and 
universities was abolished. Such prospects reflected the positive and attractive features of 
the new regime, which, in the eyes of many Jews, offered a fair compensation for the years of 
discriminatory policies and humiliation in the Second Polish Republic.28
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At the same time, the competition for employment fueled the traditional ethnic ri-
valries. In his report from July 1941 Stefan Rowecki, the commander of the main Polish 
underground force (the Union of Armed Struggle, later known as the Home Army or AK), 
noted that precisely because so many Jews had lost their livings to Soviet nationalization, 
many sought employment in the Soviet administration.29 This visibility in the state apparatus 
on top of the preponderance of Jews in the white-collar professions imprinted images of 
the “Soviet-Jewish” regime in the collective psyche. Such attitudes were heightened by mass 
arrests and deportations that in 1939–1941 swept through the Soviet-annexed territories 
and affected all ethnic groups and social layers. From western Ukraine alone (Galicia, Vol-
hynia, and northern Bukovina) the Soviets deported approximately 320,000 people, includ-
ing 70,000 Jews. Denunciations, which were common, and various degrees of participation 
in the deportations added fuel to intercommunal animosities and portended a confrontation 
in the future.30 However, despite the fact that many “class-acceptable” Poles and Ukrainians 
had collaborated with the Soviets, as the most discriminated-against minority in the interwar 
period Jews were singled out as the main beneficiaries of the Soviet regime. In the minds of 
nationalistically inclined societies antisemitism thus became inseparable from national pa-
triotism and anti-communism. Consequently, in the summer of 1941 the jubilant Polish and 
Ukrainian crowds greeted the German troops as liberators from a regime tainted by “Jewish 
connection.”31

Similarly to the situation in the early summer of 1914, the pogroms in Galicia in 1941 
began with random robberies and looting that broke out during the Soviet evacuation. How-
ever, on the night of 27 June, as the Soviets were puling out from Galicia’s capital, Lwów, 
large crowds descended upon the Jewish residential areas and a newly-organized Ukrainian 
militia began seizing Jewish men. Similar incidents transpired before and after the arrival of 
the first German units, which either joined in or “supervised” the assaults.32

Yet, in contrast to the Russian military pogroms, the anti-Jewish violence in the sum-
mer of 1941 was frequently “native-driven” even though it derived its momentum from 
the Nazi Operation Barbarossa. The Nazi culture and ideology of antisemitism are too well 
known to be rehearsed here. Suffice it to say that Hitler envisioned the war against the USSR 
as the war of annihilation against “Judeo-Bolshevism”—a view shared by the German mili-
tary, the police, and the SS. The ideological crusaders—the Einsatzgruppen—had specific 
tasks of eliminating political opponents of the regime, having gained considerable experi-
ence in such operations during the war against Poland. On 17 June the chief of the Main 
Security Office, Reinhardt Heydrich, instructed his subordinates that “self-cleansing efforts” 
of the anti-communist groups in the East should be encouraged and “pointed in the right 
direction,” without, however, leaving a trace of German involvement. Accordingly, upon en-
tering Galicia, the German propaganda units concentrated upon inciting the population to 
avenge the wrongs done them by the “Judeo-Bolsheviks.”33

Both OUN branches34 were equally instrumental in promoting the “self-cleansing ef-
forts” among the Ukrainians. Hoping to achieve its ultimate goal—the creation of an inde-
pendent Ukraine—the OUN leadership was eager to take as much advantage of German 
policies as possible. Although initially its ideological platform stipulated the removal of Jews 
and Poles from the economy and public life, by the late 1930s it had embraced the Nazi 
racial postulates as fully corresponding with the creation of a homogeneous Ukraine. Such 
ideological affinity resulted in the vicious antisemitic propaganda that predicted a “final 
reckoning” with Jews in the future. At the beginning of the Soviet–German war, both OUN 
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branches disseminated leaflets that called for the extermination of the “Bolsheviks and Jew-
ish hirelings.”35

The Nazi and OUN propaganda especially thrived on the discovery of mass graves left 
behind by the Soviets. During its hasty evacuation from the Polish eastern provinces, the 
Soviet secret police and the prison administration shot between 10,000 and 20,000 people 
held in Galicia’s prisons.36 In many localities corpses found in prisons were mutilated to an 
extreme degree—skulls opened, eyes put out, faces burned, and women’s breasts cut off. 
Such gruesome sites certainly contributed to the overwhelming atmosphere of grief and 
desire for revenge against alleged culprits. Although there is no doubt that the Soviet secret 
police did torture its prisoners to extract confessions, there are indications that in some 
places the Germans and their native helpers also appropriately “prepared” the ground to 
arouse anti-Jewish violence. For example, after the Soviets pulled out from Lwów, the Ukrai-
nian militia supervised by German officers deliberately disfigured and defiled corpses in 
the Lącki prison. In other localities Jewish corpses were removed from prisons before the 
crowds were let in.37

Although such “cosmetic” operations did not cause the pogroms, they facilitated pop-
ular inclinations to believe that Jews were behind the massacres, since in a highly emotional 
atmosphere perceptions of reality are frequently distorted by “cognitive categories based on 
race and ethnicity [that] serve to simplify a highly complex world.”38 When the prisons were 
opened and many grieving individuals and families went inside to look for their relatives 
and friends, the sense of liberation from the hated Soviet regime and the horrors of the 
NKVD massacres glued the crowds together. Still, the assaults on Jews that followed dis-
played a minimal degree of “organized-spontaneity,” for while groups of vigilantes dragged 
Jews out of their apartments and escorted them to NKVD execution sites, others formed 
cordons through which Jews had to run the gauntlet or guarded Jewish exhumation details. 
Two other crucial ingredients of the pogroms were the timely arrival of peasants from the 
countryside, who partook in the plunder and the organization of the civil committees and 
the militia, which temporarily assumed power in small towns and villages. In some places 
the militia had prepared the proscription lists with the names and addresses of Jews and sus-
pected communists. If initially only Jewish men were targeted, by early July the violence en-
gulfed women and children, who were beaten and forced to exhume corpses or wash blood 
off the sidewalks.39

Although the NKVD massacres certainly contributed to the popular desire to pun-
ish the culprits, the extreme brutality against defenseless men, women, and children tran-
scended any notion of score-settling. This is especially revealing since the real perpetrators 
were long gone, and violence also erupted in localities where no NKVD killings had taken 
place. The surrogate victimization of Jews, therefore, calls into question the motivations of 
the perpetrators. From the German point of view, the annihilation of Jews was inseparable 
from the military and ideological preparations for the war against the Soviet Union, and 
the pogroms were integrated into the emerging pattern of the Holocaust. The units of the 
Einsatzgruppe C arrived to Lwów on the afternoon of 30 June, when the pogrom there 
had already begun. With the help of the Ukrainian militia, the German killing squads 
rounded up Jews and escorted them outside the city, where by 6 July they shot more than 
6,000 people.40

The invasion of the Soviet Union simultaneously created a particular murderous en-
vironment—aptly called the “Jedwabne state” by a prominent Polish historian after the infa-
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mous Jedwabne massacre of 194141—whereby the Nazi crusade against “Judeo-Bolshevism” 
coalesced with the aspirations of the local nationalist groups that embraced anti-commu-
nism and antisemitism as the crucial building blocks of national independence. On 30 June 
an OUN-B group in Lwów announced the restoration of Ukrainian statehood. By this time, 
attacks on Jews had been in progress for some time, but they escalated within the next sev-
eral days. Jews were forced to mop streets with toothbrushes and combs or wash sidewalks 
with their bare hands (one is prone to think of the considerable Nazi “experience” in such 
matters) and to exhume and wash corpses found in prisons. The militiamen and the crowds 
chanted anti-Jewish slogans, viciously beat their victims, and alongside the German soldiers 
amused themselves cutting off the beards of religious Jews. In Kolomeja the mob forced Jews 
to destroy Soviet monuments and shout anti-Soviet slogans, while in Stary Sambor Jews had 
to march through the town carrying pictures of Lenin and Stalin.42 Therefore, anti-Jewish 
violence transpired under the specter of Ukrainian national statehood—whether the OUN 
intended it or not—giving it the appearance of a “native” initiative, precisely as the Germans 
had desired.

Similarly, the pogroms were internalized as a means to marginalize the Ukrainians’ 
traditional socioeconomic rivals or to avenge alleged or real wrongs. In some localities the 
members of the Ukrainian intelligentsia acted as the main instigators, organizing civil com-
mittees and leading the assailants. Individuals who had suffered under the Soviet regime, or 
whose relatives were imprisoned or deported, also featured among the ringleaders. Although 
some apologetic studies have emphasized that central role of criminal and Lumpen (roughly, 
“rabble”) elements in the violence,43 the breakdown of the social order engendered a procliv-
ity toward wanton destructiveness and cruelty among many ordinary people who partook in 
the pogroms. Indeed, a prominent American sociologist suggests that in times of crisis large 
segments of the population “become hysterical; mob-mindedness shows an upward trend. 
The perception of many phenomena becomes one-sided and distorted [leading to] erratic 
and chaotic associations, [and to] an uncritical acceptance of rumors and plots.”44

Base instincts such as greed, jealousy, and personal animosities raged unabated, par-
ticularly because the conduct of the power-holders—either the Germans or the local civil 
committees and the militia—enabled the mobs to act with a modicum of confidence that the 
pogroms were sanctioned. Although Polish–Ukrainian animosities were further enflamed 
during the Soviet occupation in 1939–1941, in some localities such as Lwów and Borysław 
the culture of antisemitism and the opportunity for personal enrichment drew the members 
of the two groups together in the attacks on Jews. Importantly, participation in violence 
also served as a vehicle to redemption for previous political transgressions, for among the 
assailants there were former members of the Communist Union of Youth (Komsomol) and 
the Soviet militia. An OUN-M appeal, for example, specifically stressed that former Soviet 
employees who “retained national consciousness” could be readmitted as full-fledged mem-
bers of the new Ukrainian community, if they turned against “Jews, Poles, Moscovites and 
communists.”45

It should be noted that Jews were not the sole targets of violence. The Nazi killing units 
and the Ukrainian militia also targeted the Polish intelligentsia. On 3–4 July a special Ger-
man unit murdered a number of leading Polish academics and intelligentsia in Lwów. Still, 
the non-Jewish victims were selected on an individual basis and as a rule their families were 
not murdered. In contrast, the Jewish community was targeted as a whole for the “crime” of 
being Jewish, regardless of whether they had any connection to the Soviet state.
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Conclusion
Populated by different ethnic and religious groups, Eastern Galicia was a “classic borderland,” 
an overlapping spatial and ethno-cultural domain that was easily infused with the territo-
rial claims of the neighboring states. Having realized that efforts to create a homogeneous 
national identity were contradicted by the deeply rooted local cultural identities, the Aus-
trian government tolerated the diversity of its realm even as, facing the confrontation with 
Russia, it was concerned over this strategically important area and the loyalty of its subjects. 
The Polish and Ukrainian national movements that came of age during the modernization 
period also claimed the rights to the province as “historically” their own and shared official 
concerns over the permeability of the state borders. Russia, on the other hand, invested Gali-
cia with strategic and ideological significance as the “long-lost” land, thus threatening the 
territorial integrity of its neighbor.

Wartime turned the province into a veritable “zone of violence,” where the invading 
armies attempted to restructure the national composition of Galicia by confining each ethnic 
group to clearly delimited space. Consequently, in 1914–1915 and in 1941 the traditional 
middlemen of the borderlands, Jews, were consistently singled out as the most “deviation-
ist” elements that did not fit into the Russian national and the Nazi racial order. At the same 
time, the Russians and the Germans used situational determinants such as the objective so-
cioeconomic and ethnic conditions in Galicia to foment and institutionalize existing inter-
communal hostilities.

Although the Russian military pogroms partially mutated into a local heterogeneous 
form, the “live and let live” traditions of Austro-Hungarian imperial rule and the exclusionist 
rather than annihilationist policies of the Russian military mitigated its genocidal poten-
tial and contributed to the predominantly secondary role of local residents in violence. In 
contrast, by the late 1930s the ethnic minorities in the Second Polish Republic had grown 
alienated and bitter toward the regime. Shared traumatic experiences under the Soviet oc-
cupation only intensified mutual antagonisms that were set off by the Soviet–German war. 
The anti-Jewish violence in June–July 1941 was much more systematic and deadlier than the 
Russian pogroms precisely because of its dual character, at once organized by the state and 
enacted by significant segments of the population, who were cultivated and encouraged to 
participate in the genocide.

In both cases, however, it was the outbreak of war that created a climate in which 
violence was perceived as a tool to settle accounts, achieve power and economic benefits, 
or symbolize national resurgence. Accordingly, ethnic categories became major determi-
nants in accessing the sources of power and economic resources, but also in determining 
one’s safety, life, or death. The pogroms displayed the convergence of interests between the 
invaders and the local culprits, with the latter adjusting themselves to the conduct of the 
power-holders and benefitting from the socioeconomic marginalization of the ostracized 
minority or releasing negative emotions and frustrations associated with wartime. If for the 
Russian and German armies anti-Jewish violence heralded the dismantling of the old state 
systems—the Austro-Hungarian and the Soviet respectively—for the local perpetrators, who 
were removed from the epicenters of power, it was a way of integrating themselves into the 
new political order at the expense of Jews. Their conduct, therefore, derived from a whole 
range of motives, from the cumulative outcomes of Gentile–Jewish relations in the border-
lands, radical political ideologies, and the human propensity to jealousy, greed, and violence.
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Notes

Key to Archival Citations
IPMS: Instytut Polski i Muzeum im. generała Sikorskiego (London, U.K.)
NARA: National Archives and Records Administration (Washington, D.C.)
TsDAVO: Tsentral'nyi derzhavnyi arkhiv vyshchykh orhaniv vlady i upravlinnia Ukrainy 

(Kiev, Ukraine)
TsDIAK: Tsentral'nyi derzhavnyi istorychnyi arkhiv Ukrainy u Kyevi (Kiev, Ukraine)
SPP: Studium Polski Podziemnej (London, U.K.)
USHMM: United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (Washington, D.C.)
dział = fond, sygnatura = file
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